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Expert inspiration for a Better Business

Better Business Focus is the essential key for business owners and managers. It achieves that by focusing on the way in which successful businesses
compete and manage their organisations. It focuses on how people are recruited, coached and developed; on how marketing and selling is undertaken
0
in professional markets as well as in markets with intense competition; on how technology and the Internet is reshaping the face of domestic and home
business; and on how people are being equipped with new skills and techniques. In short, it offers expert inspiration for a better business.
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fast and hard.
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Peter Economy

5 Habits of Exceptionally Emotionally Intelligent
People
“Regardless of whether or not we are
bonding over love, hate, or anger, it's
important to note that being able to read
another's emotions is key to knowing how
to react in that particular moment.”

What's different about people who
have emotional intelligence and those
who don't?
There's been quite a bit of talk
surrounding the topic of
emotional intelligence, or EQ.
What is emotional intelligence?
What's different about people
who have it from those who
don't?
According to Psychology Today, EQ
is comprised of three things: the
ability to accurately identify your
emotions and those of others; the
ability to utilize emotions and
apply them to tasks; and the
ability to manage and control your
own emotions and those of
another person.
Curious to find out how
emotionally intelligent people live
their lives differently than others?
Here are five habits of very
emotionally intelligent people.
1. Self-awareness
Although this doesn't seem like a
habit you can actually practice,
actively being self-aware takes a
lot more work than people think.
While overthinking is never a
positive activity, it is a good idea
to take a few moments each day
to think about what we're doing
and the effect it has on others. It
is important to learn ways to
improve the way we go about our
daily work and relationships so

that our impact is positive, not
negative.
2. Empathy
This is by far the key to
understanding the emotions of
others and ourselves. Often, when
we form connections with people,
it is due to the fact that we share
a common emotion. Regardless of
whether or not we are bonding
over love, hate, or anger, it's
important to note that being able
to read another's emotions is key
to knowing how to react in that
particular moment.
3. Be easygoing
While a bit of perfectionism is
good for creating quality work,
too much of a good thing can
sometimes be our downfall. Work
on accepting that things don't
always go the way we plan. Know
that life often happens as it's
meant to - so let go and trust the
journey.
4. Stay curious
It can be easy to get jaded very
early on, but one of the best ways
to succeed is simply to continue
long after everyone else has given
up. This aspect of tenacity applies
to curiosity, too. Don't lose your
wonder for life - you'll have
everything to lose if you do. Stay
curious, and the things you'll learn
will help your emotional
intelligence grow.

5. Find a balance
Don't put in too much time at
work, but don't neglect it
altogether. Discover the perfect
balance between your
professional and personal life so
that you know when to include or
separate emotions, as well as how
to best use them in each setting.
© Copyright, Peter Economy

About the Author
Peter Economy is the best-selling
author of Managing for Dummies,
The Management Bible, Leading
Through Uncertainty, and more
than 85 other books, with total
sales in excess of two million
copies. He has also served as
associate editor for Leader to
Leader for more than 10 years,
where he has worked on projects
with the likes of Jim Collins,
Frances Hesselbein, Marshall
Goldsmith, and many other top
management and leadership
thinkers.

Co-ordinates
Web: INC.COM and
www.inc.com/author/petereconomy
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Kat Boogaard

The 1 quick question that will
instantly make you more
productive
Goodbye cluttered to-do list, hello laser
focus.
You're blurry-eyed and slack-jawed at
your desk, staring at a to-do list so
long you feel like you could wrap it
around the entire earth - twice. Yes,
we've all found ourselves in this
stressful situation every now and then.
Facing a to-do list that feels
completely unmanageable isn't fun. In
fact, it's usually enough to make me
want to curl up under my desk in the
fetal position and hide until all of those
pesky tasks dissolve away.
But, unfortunately, that tactic has yet
to work out for me. So, I've had to
find another method to deal with my
mile-long list of assignments.
I've tried my fair share of productivity
tips, tricks, and hacks that promise to
help me grab the bull by the horns and
conquer my to-do list with confidence
and a healthy dose of strategy.
However, I've found that most of
those (although, not all!) really only
manage to serve as a distraction and
slow me down.
Instead, I prefer to keep things basic,
simple, and intuitive. So, when looking
at my overwhelming to-do list, I
always ask myself this one quick and
easy question to pare down my tasks
and channel my focus: Does this
absolutely need to be done today?
I know, it's so straightforward and
obvious, you're likely groaning and
rolling your eyes at me right now. But,
it's actually an important inquiry that
most people skip when creating their
own lists. Humuor me and allow me
to dive in and explain why this
question is so effective.

Why does this question work?
If you're anything like me (and most
other people), your to-do list always
starts with the best intentions. It's a
clear cut roster of the things you want
to accomplish that day. But, then
something happens - that "something"
is called real life.
Things pop up throughout your
workday that you know you need to
write down before they completely
fall out of your brain. And, where do
you write them? On that pad of paper
conveniently located right next to
your computer your to-do list.
Suddenly, your clean and helpful list is
a cluttered, messy disaster. There's a
phone number for that person you
need to call back in the upper right
hand corner. You jotted down that
confirmation number for that online
purchase in the bottom margin. You
quickly scribbled an idea for a longterm project - and now it's mixed in
with all of your more time-pressing
action items.
You know how people assert that a
clean workspace gives you a focused
and clear mindset with which to tackle
all of your work? Well, I'm a firm
believer that your to-do list functions
this exact same way.
So, take a look at everything you
currently have jotted on your to-do
list, and ask yourself that simple
question, "Is this something that
absolutely needs to get done today?" If
the answer is no, off the list it goes.
This quick question will help you cut
through the noise, prioritize, and craft
a new to-do list that serves its
purpose --keeping you focused on the
tasks at hand, rather than causing you
to feel even more frazzled, stressed,
and buried.

So, what do you do with
everything else?
That strategy makes sense, right? But,
what do you do with everything that
doesn't get to land a coveted spot on
your to-do list? You still want those
reminders written down, after all.
This answer is painfully simple as well
put them on a different list.
Personally, I create my daily lists in a
notebook. On one page, I write out all
of those tasks that need to get
accomplished. But I dedicate the
following page in the notebook for
reminders those things that aren't
time-pressing or urgent, but I want to
get down on paper somewhere. I still
jot down crucial tidbits, while keeping
my to-do list clutter-free.
The most important thing to
remember is that you should reserve
that precious to-do list real estate for
only your day's duties and tasks, and
resist the urge to muck it up with
everything else that crops up. That
way, you can power through your
work with clear focus and a
determined mindset.
This article was originally published on
Inc.com www.inc.com/this-quickquestion-will-instantly-make-youmore-productive
© Copyright, Kat Boogaard

About the Author
Kat is a Wisconsin-based freelance
writer, mainly covering topics related
to careers and self-development.
Currently, she's a staff writer for The
Muse, the career editor for The
Everygirl, and a career-advice blogger
for ZipRecruiter and Koru.

Co-ordinates
Twitter: twitter.com/kat_boogaard
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Greg Satell

The 9 rules of innovation

“Great innovation almost never occurs
within one field of expertise, but is almost
invariably the product of synthesis across
domains.”

On December 9th, 1968, a research
project funded by the US
Department of Defense launched a
revolution. The focu29s was not a
Cold War adversary or even a
resource rich banana republic, but
rather to “augment human intellect”
and the man driving it was not a
general, but a mild-mannered
engineer named Douglas Engelbart.
His presentation that day would
be so consequential that it is now
called The Mother of All Demos.
Two of those in attendance, Bob
Taylor and Alan Kay would go on
to develop Engelbart’s ideas
into the Alto, the first truly
personal computer. Later, Steve
Jobs would take many elements of
the Alto to create the Macintosh.
So who deserves credit? Engelbart
for coming up with the idea?
Taylor and Kay for engineering
solutions around it? Jobs for
creating a marketable product
that made an impact on the
world? Strong arguments can be
made for each, as well as for many
others not mentioned here. The
truth is that there are many paths
to innovation. Here are nine of
them.

up with the idea of a universal
computer in 1936, but it wasn’t
until 1946 that one was actually
built and not until the 1990’s that
computers began to impact
productivity statistics.
We tend to think of innovation as
arising from a single brilliant flash
of insight, but the truth is that it is
a drawn out process involving the
discovery of an insight, the
engineering a solution and then
the transformation of an industry
or field. That’s almost never
achieved by one person or even
within one organization.

Rule 2: Innovation is
Combination
The reason that Fleming was
unable to bring Penicillin to
market was that, as a biologist, he
lacked many of the requisite skills.

It wasn’t until a decade later that
two chemists, Howard Florey
and Ernst Boris Chain, picked up the
problem and were able to synthesize
penicillin. Even then, it took people
with additional expertise in
fermentation and manufacturing to
turn it into the miracle cure we
know today.
This isn’t the exception, but the
norm. Darwin’s theory of natural
selection borrowed ideas
from Thomas Malthus, an economist
and Charles Lyell, a
geologist. Watson and Crick’s
discovery of DNA was not achieved
by simply ploughing away at the lab,
but by incorporating discoveries in
biology, chemistry and x-ray
diffraction to inform their model
building.
Great innovation almost never
occurs within one field of expertise,
but is almost invariably the product
of synthesis
across domains.

Rule 1: Innovation is never
a Single Event
Alexander Fleming discovered
penicillin in 1928, but it wasn’t
until 15 years later, in 1943, that
the miracle drug came into
widespread use. Alan Turing came
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Rule 3: First, Ask the Right
Questions
Too often, we treat innovation as
a monolith, as if every problem
was the same, but that’s clearly
not the case. In laboratories and
factory floors, universities and
coffee shops, or even over a beer
after work, people are sussing out
better ways to do things. There is
no monopoly on creative thought.
But that leads us to a problem:
How should we go about
innovation? Should we hand it
over to the guys with white lab
coats? An external partner? A
specialist in the field?
Crowdsource it? What we need is
a clear framework for making
decisions.
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While it’s true that small, agile
firms can move fast, larger
enterprises have the luxury of
going slow. They have loyal
customers and an abundance of
resources. They can see past the
next hot trend and invest for the
long term.
There’s a big difference between
hitting on the next big thing and
developing it consistently,
generation after generation.

expose thorny problems to a
more diverse skill set.
As was the case with Alexander
Fleming and penicillin, most firms
will find that solving their most
important problems will require
skills and expertise they don’t
have. That means that, at some
point, they will need to utilise
partners and platforms to go
beyond their own internal
capabilities of technology and
talent.

As I wrote in Harvard Business
Review, the best way to start is by
asking the right questions:
(1) How well is the problem
defined? and
(2) How well is the domain
defined?
Once you’ve asked those framing
questions, you can start defining a
sensible way to approach the
problem using the innovation
matrix.
Clearly, no one method can
suffice. Look at any great
innovator, whether it is Apple,
Tesla or Google, and you’ll find a
portfolio of strategies. So the first
step toward solving a difficult
problem is asking the questions
you need to define your approach.
To paraphrase Voltaire, if you
need to solve a problem, first
define your terms.

Rule 4: There is No
Optimal Size for Innovation
When most people think about
innovation, they think about startups. And certainly, new firms like
Uber, Airbnb and Space X can
transform markets. But others
such as IBM, Procter and Gamble
and 3M have managed to stay on
top for decades, even as
competitors rise up to challenge
them and then, when
markets shift, disappear just as
quickly into oblivion.

Rule 5: Leverage Open
Innovation to Expand your
Capabilities

Rule 6: Disruptive
Innovations Require New
Business Models

When Microsoft launched Kinect
for the Xbox in 2010, it quickly
became the hottest consumer
device ever, selling 8 million units
in just the first two months.
Almost immediately, hackers
began altering its capabilities to do
things that Microsoft never
intended. Yet instead of asking
them to stop, it embraced the
hackers, quickly releasing a
software development kit to help
them along.

When Chester Carlson perfected
his invention in 1938, he tried to
market it to more than 20
companies, but had no takers. It
was simply far too expensive for
the market. Finally, in 1946, Joe
Wilson, President of the Haloid
Company, came up with the idea
of leasing the machines instead of
selling them outright. The idea
was a rousing success and in 1948
the firm changed its name
to Xerox.

Like Microsoft, many firms today
are embracing open innovation to
expand capabilities. Cisco
outfoxed Lucent not by
developing technology itself, but
by smartly acquiring start-ups.
Procter & Gamble has found great
success with its Connect and
Develop program and platforms
like Innocentive allow firms to
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The tricky thing about disruptive
innovations is that they rarely fit
into existing business models and
so the value they create isn’t
immediately clear. Kodak made
money by selling film, so was slow
to adopt the digital cameras that
the company had itself invented.
Yahoo’s business was focused on
keeping users on its site,
so passed on the chance to
acquire Google.
It’s not just products that we have
to innovate, but business models
as well.

Rule 7: Innovate The Core
– The 70/20/10 Rule
Many people think of innovation
as discarding the old to make
room for the new, but as Bain &
Co.’s Chris Zook points out
in Profit From The Core, smart
companies realize that the bulk of
their profits will come from
current lines of business.
Take Google for example. Yes, it
pursues radical innovation, like
self-driving cars, at its Google X
unit, but its continual
improvement of its core search
business is what made it the
world’s most valuable company.
That’s why Google, as well as
many other innovative companies,
follow the 70/20/10 rule.
The premise of the rule is simple.
Focus 70% of your resources in
improving existing technology (i.e.
search), 20% toward adjacent
markets (i.e. Gmail, Google Drive,
etc.) and 10% on completely new
markets (i.e. self-driving cars).

Rule 8: In the Digital Age,
We Need to use Platforms
to Access Ecosystems
It’s no accident that the people
who would make the vision
Engelbart presented at “The
Mother of All Demos” a reality
actually attended the event and
knew Engelbart personally. In
those days, it was difficult, if not
impossible, to actively collaborate
across time and space. Today,
however, we can use platforms to
access ecosystems of technology,
talent and information.
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Take Apple’s App Store. It is, of
course, a highly effective way for
Apple’s network of customers to
access functionality on their
phones, but it also allows the firm
to access the talents of literally
millions of developers. It’s hard to
imagine any single enterprise, no
matter how efficient or well
organized, pulling off that kind of
scale.
In a networked world, the surest
path to success is not acquiring
and controlling assets,
but widening and deepening
connections.

Rule 9: Collaboration is the
New Competitive
Advantage
When we look back to the great
innovations of the past, it hard not
to wonder how it could’ve gone
differently.
What if chemists had picked up
on Fleming’s discovery of penicillin
in weeks rather than years? How
many lives could have been saved?
Was there really no one who
could have helped develop
Engelbart’s vision of the personal
computer outside of Northern
California?
And now, the problems we seek
to solve are significantly more
complex than in earlier
generations. That’s one reason
why the journal Nature recently
noted that the average scientific
paper today has four times as
many authors as one did in 1950.
At the same time, knowledge has
been democratised. A teenager
with a smartphone today has
more access to information than a
highly trained specialist a
generation ago.
That’s why now collaboration
itself is becoming a competitive
advantage.

finding that to solve really tough
problems, we need to work
harder to integrate people with
diverse talents.
Take a slightly broader view and it
becomes clear that innovation
today goes far beyond research
labs, Silicon Valley pitch meetings
and large corporate initiatives.
We all have something to offer
and can add to the world’s
knowledge in a way that may
differ in degree, but not in kind, to
the giants of the past.
This article originally appeared at:
www.innovationexcellence.com/bl
og/2016/05/16/the-9-rules-ofinnovation/
© Copyright, Greg Satell

About the Author:
After spending 15 years living and
working in Eastern Europe,
building some of the premier
publishing brands in the region,
Greg returned to the United
States in 2011 and served as SVP
– Strategy & Innovation at Moxie
Interactive, a division of Publicis
Groupe, one of the world’s
leading marketing services
organisations.
Previously Greg was Co-CEO of
KP Media, an integrated media
publishing company, where we
managed brands such as Bigmir,
Ukraine’s leading digital
platform, and Korrespondent, a
news organization that played a
pivotal role in the Orange
Revolution, as well as a variety of
female and lifestyle brands.
Greg now regularly contributes to
Forbes and Harvard Business Review
and is available for consulting and
speaking engagements.

Co-ordinates:
LinkedIn: LinkedIn profile
Twitter: @DigitalTonto
Website: www.digitaltonto.com/

Today, there are a variety of
major efforts, such as the JCESR
at Argonne National labs to
develop next generation batteries,
the National Network for
Manufacturing Innovation and
the Center for Applied Cancer
Science at MD Anderson that are
forging a more collaborative
approach. Increasingly, we’re
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Lilach Bullock

3 Steps for dealing with Information Overload

“You have to work on your personal
mental abilities to organise, choose your
priorities and concentrate on what you
need and leave the rest.”

Have you ever felt as if too much was
happening at the same time in your
business sphere and that you were
very likely to miss the golden
opportunity of your life?
Well this isn’t surprising; what
with everyone thinking he is a
guru and selling products and
packages they swear will work.
You are left feeling lost, unsure
and eventually missing really good
offers just because you didn’t
notice them in the flow. So today
I’m going to help you deal with
information overload and
understand where to start.

So my idea is run free! Try the
ones that appeal to you, buy the
ones you fall for but don’t overdo
it. Use only the necessary
software and do the maximum
yourself: No I’m not encouraging
you to be an IT retard. I’m simply
helping you remain free. Any good
guru would tell you the same.

We are all guilty of interrupting
work to do insignificant things
such as reply to a chat message
where a friend is sharing a link
about the latest online game or
check our news feed. We are
downloading the latest software
and a pop-up window proposes
you to read an article about the
latest fashion or a new car.

We're all getting more and more
wired into technological tools tools we believe help improve
personal productivity. I believe
that many people suffering from
information overload are allowing
technology to run them rather
than the other way around. More
technology isn't always the
answer, no matter how well
written or developed.
We all craze over new software,
claiming this one is better than
that other one without even
trying it out, basing ourselves only
on their price, date of creation or
team behind it.
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Worst is that we often do not
realize we are doing these things.
They are not natural but we see
them as such. This is called habits,
namely bad habits and we have to
break them folks.
Technology is a real gift we all
agree. It helps us save time,
remove a part of our work load
from our shoulders and open new
windows to life (yes I like playing
with words!). But information
overload is not a problem against
technology, let’s be clear; it is a
result of technology. If you don't
already have the basic skills to
manage information, technology
might contribute to your
difficulties instead of helping you
solve them.
So many IT executives think by
giving employees the latest tools
they will produce more. And if
this isn’t the case they just buy
even more technology to solve
what they believe to be the
problem.

Information Overload
Information overload is basically a
human problem and therefore
asks for a human solution. If you
are unable to do something
yourself you will find it hard to
create a software to get it to do
it, right? Technological solutions
can only be as good as the people
using and developing it.
If you are ineffective to start with,
no amount of technology will
change that. It will just mean
you're inefficient with an
expensive gadget. You have to
work on your personal mental
abilities to organise, choose your
priorities and concentrate on
what you need and leave the rest.
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So where do you start?
Step 1: List your needs as well as
difficulties.
Step 2: Go through what’s
available in your situation. You
will obviously not review
everything that is on the market
so an easy starting point could be
trusting reviews of a recognized
group.
Step 3: Give in only if you really
can see the coming benefits of this
project.
Step 4: Review the outcome to
know if you can trust that brand
and those who recommended it.
Change the way you work. Time
management and personal
productivity is a behavioural
process; no software can teach
you to better yourself.
Technology is there to help you
improve your own efficiency; it's
not there to become a substitute
of your skills or be better than
you have ever been.
“The result of information
overload is usually distraction, and
it dilutes your focus and takes you
off your game” Zig Ziglar
P.S. If you’d like to book a free
consultation with Lilach to see
how she can help you grow your
business please click here.
© Copyright, Lilach Bullock

Creating flexible
policies and
procedures
A recent Court of Appeal case (British
Transport v Sparks) demonstrated the
importance of drafting policies carefully. The
golden rule when drafting policies is to soften
the wording says Acas the Advisory,
Conciliation and Arbitration Service.
Andrea Nicholls, the founding partner of
employment law practice AN Law, wrote in
CIPD’s People Management (see here) that
the case demonstrated the importance of
drafting handbooks and employment
policies carefully to avoid creating a
contractual obligation inadvertently that is
binding on the company. She added:
 The case highlights that if the wording
of a policy, or even one section of it,
looks like a contractual obligation then
there is a risk that this is how it will be
viewed by a court or tribunal.
 If employers get this wrong, an
employee could have a claim against
them for failing to comply with the
terms of the policy or procedure. This
could come in various forms, ranging
from constructive dismissal to
whistleblowing claims, or a financial
claim for not carrying out a procedure
in accordance with the specified terms.
 A policy that is contractual also hinders
an employer’s ability to update it, as this
would require a formal consultation
process in order to avoid claims for
breach of contract or constructive
dismissal.

About the Author
Highly regarded on the world speaker
circuit, Lilach Bullock has graced Forbes
and Number 10 Downing Street. She’s
a hugely connected and highly influential
entrepreneur.
Listed in Forbes as one of the top 20
women social media power influencers
and was crowned the Social Influencer
of Europe by Oracle. A recipient for a
Global Women Champions Award for
her outstanding contribution and
leadership in business.

Co-ordinates
Email: lilachbullock@gmail.com
Web: www.lilachbullock.com
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Paul Sloane

Learning from the Master of Frugal Innovation –
the founder of IKEA
“He developed flat pack kits from which
customers could assemble their furniture.
They were simple and affordable for
customers. The packs took less space than
regular furniture so they saved IKEA money
in transport and storage.”

Ingvar Feodor Kamprad was born in
1926 on a small farm in the Swedish
province of Småland. He had an austere
upbringing and the lessons he learnt in
thrift stayed with him throughout his
life. At the age of six the boy started a
business selling matches to neighbours.
He bought the matches in bulk and
sold them in small inexpensive packs.
He went on to sell seeds, pens, pencils
and even fish in this way. In 1943, he
founded IKEA using his initials and
those of Elmtaryd Agunnaryd, his
childhood home.

In 1947, he began selling furniture
but by the mid-50s his local
suppliers complained that he was
selling their goods too cheaply so
he decided to design and make his
own products. Kamprad came up
with a new concept. He
developed flat pack kits from
which customers could assemble
their furniture. They were simple
and affordable for customers. The
packs took less space than regular
furniture so they saved IKEA
money in transport and storage.
Kamprad believed that everyone
should be able to afford stylish

modern furniture and that IKEA
could meet this need.
Kamprad innovated with the
process by transferring some of
the job to the customer. Clients
in IKEA stores act as
warehousemen when they collect
their goods and they act as
furniture assemblers when they
put their flat packs together. This
saves costs but the customers do
not complain. They enjoy the
competitive prices and the
challenge of assembling the units.
The business grew, expanding first
across Scandinavia and then the
world. At the IKEA opening in
Shanghai there were 80,000
people keen to visit the store. In
2016, IKEA could boast of over
370 stores with over 880 million
visitors a year in total. Kamprad
achieved this growth without ever
borrowing money or issuing
stock.
Ingvar Kamprad has become one
of the richest men in the world
yet he retains and embodies a
frugal approach. In his late 80s he
still travelled the world to visit
IKEA stores. He drives and old
Volvo car, stays in cheap hotels
and flies economy class. He
addresses IKEA employees as ‘coworkers’ and encourages
everyone to dress informally,
enjoy work, give excellent service
and keep costs down.

Kamprad provides a striking
exemplar in the field of frugal
innovation. Most innovators have
limited resources so it is
important not to waste them.
Kamprad has set an example all
his life of keeping costs down,
keeping prices down, minimising
waste and maximising customer
satisfaction.
© Copyright, Paul Sloane

About the Author:
Paul was part of the team which
launched the IBM PC in the UK in
1981. He became MD of database
company Ashton-Tate. In 1993
Paul joined MathSoft, publishers of
mathematical software as VP
International. He became CEO of
Monactive, a British software
company which publishes
software asset management tools.
In 2002 he founded his own
company, Destination Innovation,
which helps organisations improve
innovation. He writes and speaks
on lateral thinking and innovation.
His latest book is The Leader’s
Guide to Lateral Thinking Skills
published by Kogan-Page.

Co-ordinates:
Web: www.destinationinnovation.com
E-mail: psloane@destinationinnovation.com
Tel: +44 (0)7831 112321
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Sunil Bali

Tips and tricks
for successful
shipping

Just go away…
“The point being that whilst many
teachers give good advice, this pales
into insignificance compared to the
innate power and wisdom that lies
within us.”

In Monty Python’s hilarious film The
Life of Brian, Brian pleads with his
followers to "Just go away. I’m not
the Messiah and I’m not your
Master."
"But, master!" a voice cries out
from the crowd, "Tell us how we
should go away."
It reminds me of the Buddhist
warning, "If you meet the Buddha
on the road, kill him."
The point being that whilst many
teachers give good advice, this
pales into insignificance compared
to the innate power and wisdom
that lies within us.
If you leave your future in
someone else’s hands, guess what
they’ve got planned for you?
Probably not as much as you’ve
got planned for yourself.
If you do insist on following
something, then may I suggest you
follow your spirit and intuition for
they will take you down the right
road.

There’s not much that even the
best logistics service provider can
do when flight controllers go on
strike, the weather takes a turn
for the worse or some other
unforeseen event occurs.
We‘ve all found ourselves at one time or
another awaiting anxiously for a package
that should have arrived already.
Fortunately, such delays have become
increasingly rarer over recent years.

The choice is yours. It always has
been.

The FedEx checklist for successful
shipping.

© Copyright, Sunil Bali

Download now ►

About the Author
Sunil is a Performance Coach,
Speaker and Author.
Ex Head of Talent for Vodafone
Group and Santander, and having
run a £50m business, Sunil has
been responsible for hiring over
50000 people and has had the
pleasure of working with some
great entrepreneurs, professionals
and leaders.
Moving minds - Transforming
performance

Co-ordinates
E-mail: sunil@sunilbali.com
Web: www.sunilbali.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/sunilbali1

Electronic data exchange with customs
authorities has made for ever smoother
clearing processes.
And today’s logistics networks are far
more efficient. But there is a lot you can
do yourself to ensure smooth customs
clearance and transit for your shipments.
Click on the button above or click here to
download a checklist with many useful
reminders on how to make sure your
shipments are delivered at the promised
date and time.
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Andy Bounds

Build bridges – the secret to communication
brilliance
“But which bits should you practise?
After all, you’re super-busy. You
haven’t time to practise everything.”

To become expert in anything, you
have to practise.



Whether it’s playing sport, a musical
instrument… anything – the better
you practise, the better you become.

And here’s a fifth: the bridge. In
other words, how you’ll bridge
between the different stages of
your conversation.

Responses to their likely
questions, so you don’t dread
anything they’ll ask you

So, here are two quick questions
for you:
1. Do you think it’s important to
be good at communicating?
(everyone I ask replies “yes”
to this)
2. Given how important it is, do
you practise communication
often enough? (everyone says
“no – not given how
important it is”)

For example, in a meeting, you’ll
no doubt start with a quick
rapport-build. But how to bridge
to the business part? You need to
know this; or you’ll be building
rapport for an hour.

Assuming you also answered
“yes/no”, you’ll now know that
you have to practise more.

They’ll either respond “yes” – in
which case we crack on. Or “no”,
to which I reply “I’m glad I asked!
What did you think?”

But which bits should you
practise? After all, you’re superbusy. You haven’t time to
practise everything.
Well, on previous Tuesday Tips,
I’ve already covered four key
things to rehearse – your:
 Start, so you wow them early
 Close, so it triggers the
desired decisions/actions
 Questions, so you get them
talking

One bridge I use is “My
understanding is we’re here to
explore X. Is that what you
think?”

Either way, the official part of the
meeting has now started.
Another example of bridging is at
the end. This is something people
often struggle with. How to
politely stop the chat, and confirm
decisions/actions?
One I use is – ten minutes before
the end – “I’m conscious of
time”.

When I say this, people look at
their watch. Then they look back
at me. We both know the
meeting is drawing to a close.
And that we have ten minutes to
close it, and agree our
decisions/actions.
A final example – when you’re
presenting information (could be a
full-blown presentation; could be
discussing an agenda item), how
to bridge from slide/topic #1 to
#2? It’s important it flows.
Bridging ensures it does.
I find the easiest way is to use my
bye/hi technique. In other words,
say “bye” to the previous
slide/topic, and “hi” to the next.
For example “So, that slide has
confirmed this is financially viable.
But it’s essential our people are
also on board. Let’s look now at
how we’ll make sure this
happens…”
I’ll stop now (after all, I’m
conscious of time). But you get
the point. Script/practise your
bridges. And things flow
smoothly and quickly to the next
part of your chat.
In fact, I see Tuesday Tips as a
bridge – between what you were
doing before them, and what
you’ll do differently afterwards.
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That’s why I always end with…
Action Point
What’s your first meeting today?
And how will you bridge between
the rapport-build and the body of
the meeting? Then between topic
#1 and #2? And then from the
chatting to the actions?
Script/practice these in advance.
And everything will flow much
better. You’ll achieve more. In
less time. Not a bad outcome for
a few little bridges…

Practice

July 2016
June
2015

But what about the thousands of
other communications you do?
For example…
 Your first meeting today –
have you practised your
opening line, so it starts well?
 This afternoon's presentation,
where you want your
colleague’s sign-off – have you
practised the exact words
you’ll use to get her support?
 Tomorrow’s Update Meeting
– have you practised how
you’ll update colleagues, so it’s
interesting, relevant and
valuable to them?

Heard this one?

I guess not.

A lady gets in a taxi and asks
"what's the best way to Carnegie
Hall?"

Most people don't.

His reply – "Practise"
Maybe you’ve also heard these
too?
 Pretty poor practise prevents
pretty poor performance
 Failing to prepare is preparing
to fail
 It takes effort to appear
effortless
 There’s no glory in practise.
But, without practise, there’s
no glory
 Seemingly instant success in
public follows endless
dedicated practise in private
Choose your favourite. But the
message is pretty clear – to
master anything, practise.
And, of course, it’s the same with
communication.
Now, of course, we all practise
the big one-offs – the careerdefining presentations, the
conference keynote, the job
interview, the request for a pay
rise.

They might not praise you for the
extra prep you did…
… But they’re miles more likely
to do what you want.
Action point
An obvious one – practise!
For the key bits of your next
conversation, make sure you
know the words you’ll say – and
that you’ve practised saying them.
It’ll make you a whole lot better.
© Copyright, Andy Bounds

About the Author

But you can practise these things
easily. It might only take 10-20
seconds. You could do it on the
way to your meeting. Obviously,
you’re more likely to say it right if
you’ve practised.
So why don’t we practise more?
The most common reasons I hear
– and my responses to them –
are:
"I didn't have the time"
Time is never about time. It's
about priority. There's always
time for the things you prioritise
as important.
"Nobody else practises"
So? That’s all the more reason for
you to do it – it’s a simple way to
stand out.
"It’ll probably go ok"

Andy Bounds is an expert at
helping companies communicate
and sell better. Author of two
best-selling books and winner of
the title Britain’s Sales Trainer of
the Year, Andy has shared his
expertise with some of the
world’s largest companies, helping
every one of them have more
success. Marketing legend
Drayton Bird said Andy had
taught him ‘… more about
effective communicating than a
lady who’d taught two American
Presidents’.
Are you following Andy on
twitter?
To receive Andy’s weekly tips on
how to communicate more
effectively, click here
Short of time? Here are some
Quick Wins

Co-ordinates
E-mail: andy@andybounds.com
Web: www.andybounds.com/tips

Yes, it might. But it might not.
And "ok" isn’t something to aim
for. Aim for it to go well.
So, practise more.
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Aziz Corporate

Look who’s talking:
Employers must do more to engage new parents or risk disengagement and low productivity
UK employers are failing to support
their employees as they return from
maternity and paternity leave, according
to new research by Aziz Corporate.
84% of employers see the value of
supporting professionals on maternity
and paternity leave, according to recent
Government research*. However, many
are missing simple opportunities to
ensure parents are prepared and
supported on their return to work.
Aziz’s Maternity & Paternity
survey of UK working parents
found that communication
between employer and employee
was a significant challenge during
parental leave. This
communication can be
discriminatory, short-sighted and
lacking in even basic empathy.
Over 50% surveyed described
communication with their
employer during parental leave to
be “satisfactory” at best, and this
was often only due to the
employee's keenness, network
and, crucially, confidence to take
the lead in establishing and
maintaining discussions. Even
then, discriminatory behaviour
marred some of these
conversations:
“My manager failed to respond to any
of my calls or emails regarding my
return to work. I enlisted support of HR
who also received no response from
repeated efforts to make contact…very
stressful and I came close to resigning.”
“I had asked for an extension to my
leave within the given period and my
manager called me selfish. I had to
use all my tact to bring the

conversation around and get him to
agree to the extension.”
Helen Cowan, Maternity Coach at
Aziz Corporate, said: “57% of parents
told us that they would appreciate their
employer simply being proactive in asking
them what they might need to make their
return a success. 41% would like a
better balance between formal HR
conversations and more informal, friendly
dialogue with their line manager during
maternity/paternity leave. These are
basic opportunities being missed by
employers”
When thinking about returning to
work 47% of parents surveyed were
apprehensive about the prospect, with
11% having sleepless nights. Many
were concerned about the willingness
of their employer to be flexible, their
own professional confidence post
maternity leave, and concerns around
how their colleagues would perceive
them on their return.
Simple, low cost opportunities to help
parents return to work are being
overlooked. Helen Cowan added: 'For
the majority of returning parent’s
employers are at the bottom of the list in
terms of the support they provide.
Employers fall well behind
spouses/partners, extended family and
friends when it comes to offering the
most support during an employee’s return
to work. Many companies are failing to
recognise that after a period of leave and
the life changing arrival of a child the
majority of parents aren't feeling as
confident, keen or networked as they
once were, and as such are unlikely to hit
the ground running without help. The
good news is that employers can make
small changes that will have a significant
impact on their employees’ engagement
and productivity as they return to work.”

Four simple steps parents
would like employers to take
1) Employers proactively asking
parents what they need to make
their return a success
2) A better balance between formal
HR communication and the
informal, friendly discussions
about the return to work
3) Employers offering options for the
role the individual might return to
4) The offer of an independent
coach/mentor to help the
individual think through career
options and the balance between
work and family life
*According to a report commissioned by
The Equality and Human Rights
Commission (ECHR) in conjunction with
the Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills (2016)

About Aziz Corporate
Aziz Corporate is a consultancy that
provides leadership development and
executive coaching for senior leaders.
They have over 30 years’ experience
of working with FTSE 250 and Fortune
500 organisations. As most of the
programmes offered are tailored to
individual or group needs, they work
with a wide range of expert coaches
and consultants, specialising in
everything from personal influence,
impact and presence to maternity
coaching and courageous
conversations.

Co-ordinates
Tel: 0845 1844194
Email: kate@azizcorp.com
Mail: Aziz Corporate (Hampshire):
No. 1 Aziz Court, Parkhill, Hampshire,
SO21 3DS, UK
Aziz Corporate (London): 10
Aldersgate Street, London, EC1A 4HJ
Web: www.azizcorp.com/
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Barry Urquhart

The Innovator Within
“Moreover, “what if” thinking is
challenging, restless and keen to
experience more. Status quo is simply
not acceptable, unless questioned.
Acceptance and accepting slow the
rate of progress and innovation.”

For those seeking to drive
innovation, inertia is not an option.
Waiting to be swept up in a wake of
economic fervour is wishful thinking
at best. Those old enough to recall
having been through numerous
business cycles, are best advised this
time to get back on their bike and to
pedal fast and hard.
Indeed, sage advice for all who are
in commerce is to:
THINK YOUNG
In so doing, risk becomes
tolerable, the fear of failure more
distant and the lust for action
more urgent. Ah, the virtues of
the young....
CREATE YOUR OWN
Age, experience, training,
expertise and a good dose of
20/20 hindsight are not infallible
ingredients for tellingly accurate
forecasts and projections.
Einstein readily accepted that we
do not live and operate in the
linear world. Even time bends,
and, now confirmed; it comes
(and goes) in waves.
Profound, but true, the best way
to predict the future is to create
your own.
In itself, that statement recognises
that the future is a relative, if not
personal, reality rather than an allembracing absolute.

Therefore, my future may well be
better, or lesser, than yours. Both
are consequences of choice. No
single future will be shared.
NON-NEGOTIABLE
Driving and harnessing innovation,
and breaking free from the
prevailing “headwinds”, such as
limited marketplace, are nonnegotiable imperatives.
Recognising, analysing, respecting
and, possibly, deploying one or
more of four key motivators that
drive innovation are essential
initial steps. These are:
Curiosity, Fear, Wealth Creation
and a Desire for Significance.
CURIOSITY
What if? A wonderful, fluid state
of mind that encourages and
enables one to explore, discover,
enjoy and develop.
Moreover, “what if” thinking is
challenging, restless and keen to
experience more. Status quo is
simply not acceptable, unless
questioned. Acceptance and
accepting slow the rate of
progress and innovation.
Such a framework and template
reduces, if not minimises, the
scope for external disruptive
innovation and entrepreneurism.

Curiosity need not imply or apply
value judgement. It is simply an
energising free-wheeling driving
force, which can be infectious and
compelling.
Moreover, curiosity, its values and
consequences, are consistent with
the ideals of on-going, lifetime
learning.
Now that is competitive, led from
the front.
No project, day, week, month,
year, or life should be concluded
without each person addressing,
reflecting the laudable question:
FEAR
In many ways the drive of fear is
innate. It is a key component of
both “flight” and “fight”.
Necessarily, it must be marshalled,
channelled to the positive and
respected for all its
characteristics, positive and
negative.
Self-included obsolescence is
symptomatic of the presence of
fear. Inertia, and retention of the
status quo allows for competitors,
substitutes, interlopers (often
disruptive entrepreneurs) to gain,
sustain and develop a presence
and competitive advantage.
Few, if any, know their
deficiencies and inadequacies
better than self. Therefore,
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accountability and transparency
are the justifiable realms of self.
For some, fear is a constraining or
restraining factor, centred on
considerations of failure.
An objective, forensic review of
what one most fears - above
failure - can be and often is,
therapeutic and burden-shedding.
Failure is no big deal, and is not
permanent.
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significant and virtuous. Abraham
Maslow would label it, selfactualisation.
Actually, there could be few, if any
more fulfilling sentiments and
realisations.
HARNESS THE DRIVE
Innovative thoughts and actions
often falter on the steps of the
temple of success.

Most innovators, Thomas Edison
included, perceived and accepted
progress, not failure.

Good intentions alone are not
enough to drive to, and through
goals.

CREATE WEALTH
Wealth, like profits, is a measure,
not a goal in itself.

Incentives have a long, recurring
record of contributing to the
attainment of stretch-objectives –
innovations if you will.

It is best when it is shared, widely.
Wealth creation is fundamentality
good because it has
consequences. The degree to
which those cascade through
societies and nations is
determined by the philosophies,
decision and actions of individuals
and small groups.
Wealth, when complemented
with generosity is a powerful
force for the good.
Imagine how much “poorer” the
world would be, had the creator
of the world-wide web decided
not to freely share his innovation.
The philanthropic pursuits of Bill
and Melinda Gates, Warren
Buffet, “Twiggy” Forrest and
countless others are generating
wealth, health and happiness.
Perhaps aspiring innovators need
to be educated and nurtured on
the true measures of wealth.
DESIRE FOR
SIGNIFICANCE
The fourth and final of the key
motivators underscores the fact
that they are not, and need not
be, mutually exclusive.
The mortality of human
innovators is irrefutable. Their
legacies and significance can be
eternal.
To make a difference, for the
betterment of all, is both

A reach-back in history will unveil
countless case-studies of
incentives, however modest, being
key ingredients in innovation.
For example, Napoleon needed,
sought and incentivised a means
for the storing of food for his
intended long march to Moscow.
Two hundred years later we still
enjoy the benefits of a then
significant innovation, the canning
of food. Vive La France!
Incentives are best when the
rewards are monetarised, time
constraints are applied,
developmental budgets are capped
and operational parameters are
determined.
Ironically, many contributors are
more driven by the significance of
the innovation than by the
quantum of the reward.

on ABC radio, is featured on a
series of interview topics on
“Today Tonight” and contributes
articles to 47 magazines
throughout the world. His latest
presentation is: “Insights on ‘The
Big Picture’ - Future-Proof Your
Business”.
He is one of Australia’s most
active keynote speakers and is an
internationally recognised
authority on quality customer
service, consumer behaviour and
creative visual merchandising.
Marketing Focus is a Perth based
market research and strategic
planning practice. The firm and
Barry consult to multinational,
national and local entities in the
private sector and the public
sector. He is a former lecturer in
Marketing and Management at the
Curtin University of Technology
and has degrees in marketing,
political science and sociology.

Co-ordinates
Mail: 26 Central Road, Kalamunda,
Western Australia 6076
Tel - Office: 006 1089 257 1777
Tel - Mobile: 006 1041 983 5555
E-mail:
Urquhart@marketingfocus.net.au
Website:
www.marketingfocus.net.au

Cybersecurity: A
Small Business Guide
Free download

© Copyright, Barry Urquhart

About the Author:
Barry Urquhart, Managing
Director, Marketing Focus, Perth,
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Australia’s top two selling books
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international consultant on
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Barry is author of six books,
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From Maud Oortwijn
Cybersecurity is a hot topic for businesses and
consumers alike. In the wake of multiple corporate
breaches over the last few years, all users are on
high alert about the safety of their sensitive data.
But cyberattacks don't just happen to big companies;
small businesses need to be prepared for the
possibility of hackers infiltrating their network, too.
This guide is an overview of everything you need to
know to protect yourself.

Free download from: http://ow.ly/96cO300g8Wx
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From Acas

Are you ready? Mobile working will be the rule, not the
exception by 2020, report says

Mobile working in the UK is on the verge of a 'tipping point' - when it will be more common to work away from the office,
and desk-based working will be the exception rather than the rule.
In 2017, more than half of organisations in the UK are likely to have adopted flexible working policies, and more than 70 per cent will have followed suit
by 2020, according to a report from the Work Foundation at Lancaster University.

Addressing problems with mobile working
Despite these predictions for the rapid rise of mobile working, around a quarter of the 500 managers surveyed claimed that all the work in their
organisation was currently carried out there.
The report said that organisational culture was pivotal in addressing barriers to mobile working, particularly for those who were worried about a fall in
productivity or employees taking advantage of flexibility. If the full benefits of flexible working are to be realised - including increased productivity,
improved employee wellbeing, better talent attraction and retention, and reduced accommodation costs overheads - other issues also need to be
tackled, the report said.
For example, almost half of managers (45 per cent) said that mobile working made them work longer hours, and a quarter (24 per cent) said that it
made them feel disconnected from their team. But many valued mobile working, noting how it enabled them to get more done (54 per cent); made
them feel trusted (49 per cent); improved work-life balance (46 per cent); made them feel empowered (41 per cent); and reduced their travel time (37
per cent).

Keys to implementation
Effective mobile working arrangements are most likely, it said, when the benefits to the organisation and individual are aligned, and when they are
enabled with sensitivity to employee needs, rather than enforced.
To garner the benefits and avoid the downfalls, the report suggested three keys to successful implementation:
1. Leadership.
Senior management should lead by example, build trust and effect cultural change so that performance is measured on output rather than visibility.
2. Policies.
Mobile working would need to be supported by transparent policies agreed with staff, with new approaches to performance management focusing on
'outputs and outcomes and not presenteeism and hours worked'.
3. Planning.
Implementation of new technology to facilitate mobile working takes careful planning, with testing and trialling rather than blanket adoption.
Dr Cathy Garner, director of Lancaster University's Work Foundation and report author, said, 'The evidence is showing a clear trend towards a more
flexible way of working in the UK as the hurdles are overcome by fresh innovations in technology and people management. We believe that employees
and their employers will benefit from the "virtuous circle" created, whereby improved job design, work organisation and trusting relationships lead to
healthier, happier and more productive workplaces.'
Source: http://southeast.cmail2.com/t/r-l-ssikud-hrlhydiilt-u/
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Bob Leduc

Overcome these three buying
obstacles and increase your sales
2. LOW PRIORITY
Some prospective customers
don’t buy from you because they
place a higher priority on spending
their money for something else.
You can save many of these
“almost customers” by motivating
them to make your product or
service their first priority.

Do you know how many sales you
lose from customers who almost buy
from you? Losing “almost
customers” is a major source of lost
income for most businesses. But few
are aware of the problem and even
fewer employ a strategy to prevent
this unnecessary loss of income.
Here are the 3 major buying
obstacles that cause paying
customers to become “almost
customers” …and how you can
easily overcome each obstacle.

1. PROCRASTINATION
Many prospective customers
procrastinate after they decide to
buy from you. The benefit they
gain from using your product or
service fades in their memory as
time passes. Other things distract
them and they soon forget about
you. Procrastination converts
your paying customer into
another “almost customer”
…causing you to lose the sale.
You can avoid losing these sales
by rewarding customers for taking
immediate action and penalizing
them if they do not. For example,
create the best irresistible offer
you can afford. Include a specific
expiration date. Give your
prospects the option of accepting
your offer now or forfeiting it.
This will motivate many
procrastinators to buy now so
they don’t miss your special offer.

One way to boost the priority
level of your product or service in
your prospective customer’s mind
is to dramatize the good feeling
they will enjoy when they use it.
For example, a financial planner
can describe what it feels like to
enjoy an affluent lifestyle without
debt. Or a network marketing
recruiter can describe what it
feels like to work at home
without a boss.
The irresistible offer I described
above for overcoming
procrastination also helps
overcome the “low priority”
obstacle. It motivates many
“almost customers” to move your
product or service ahead of other
purchases so they can take
advantage of your special offer
before it expires.

3. DISTRUST
Many prospects are “almost
customers” because they are
sceptical of your promises. They
bought things in the past that did
not produce the promised results.
They don’t want to risk repeating
that experience. Some ways you
can overcome the obstacle of
distrust include:
 Eliminate their risk of loss.
Offer an unconditional money
back guarantee if your
customer does not get the
results he or she expects.
 Prove your record of
delivering what you promise.
Provide testimonials from
satisfied customers as



evidence you lived up to your
promises in the past.
Provide your customers with
direct access to you in person
or by phone if they have a
problem. Prospective
customers feel secure and are
more likely to buy when they
know they can talk with a real
person.

TIP:
Direct access to a real person is
especially effective for overcoming
distrust when marketing on the
Internet where entire transactions
can occur without any personal
contact. Many online sales are lost
to distrust because a web site
does not provide the name of any
real person or a phone number to
reach a real person at the
business.
You probably lose more income
than you realise from customers
who almost buy from you. The 3
major buying obstacles of
procrastination, low priority and
distrust cause you to lose these
sales. Apply the tactics revealed in
this article to overcome these 3
obstacles… and convert your
“almost customers” into
profitable paying customers.
© Copyright, Bob Leduc

About the Author
Bob was a professional ice hockey
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Email: BobLeduc@aol.com
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Ron Kaufman

20 words to build a better future and improve
satisfaction
“…ask your customers this question
(20 words): “Is there anything we could
do differently the next time that would
make it better or more valuable for
you?”

If you want to increase sales, improve
customer satisfaction or consistently
enhance performance, ask your
customers this question (20 words): “Is
there anything we could do differently
the next time that would make it better
or more valuable for you?”
This simple question tells customers
you are looking to the future, seeking
to improve, and grateful for their
feedback. It also shows that you are
committed to taking measures to
improve customer satisfaction. This is
refreshing for customers and it can be
vital for your business.
If you want to work more
productively between departments, or
more effectively with the members of
your own team, memorise and utilise
this question (20 words): “Is there
anything we could do differently the
next time that would make it better
or more valuable for you?”
Colleagues will understand you are
receptive, not defensive. You welcome
new possibilities, approaches and ideas
to improve customer satisfaction. If
you want a better home or family life,
sincerely ask your loved ones this very
simple question (20 words): “Is there
anything I could do differently the next
time that would make it better or
more valuable for you?” (I changed
one word in the sentence. Find it?)

Key learning point to improve
customer satisfaction
When you close a sale, finish a job or
complete a project, don’t just wait
around for “the next time.” Initiate
the conversation to improve customer
satisfaction. Your discussion will lead
to better relationships, understanding
and results. It may also lead to repeat
business and loyalty that will make
your business stronger.

Action steps to improve
customer satisfaction
Repeat this sentence until you can do
it from memory, then use it
consistently with your customers,
colleagues and partners (20 words):
“Is there anything we could do
differently the next time that would
make it better or more valuable for
you?”

© Copyright, Ron Kaufman

About the Author
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inspiration. He is also the founder of
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Marla Tabaka

How great leaders keep top
performers happy and
productive
“There are obvious consequences in
lacking a culture that embodies
positive company values and due
appreciation of its employees.”
A disengaged work force can destroy a
company's value. Invest in the difference
makers, and you will see a remarkable
ROI. When asked what their company's
No. 1 asset is, smart leaders will answer
that it's their employees. Yet a whopping
50 percent of employees who leave a
company do so because of their
relationship with the boss.
There are obvious consequences
in lacking a culture that embodies
positive company values and due
appreciation of its employees.
Valuation expert Dave
Bookbinder sheds a new light on
the importance of such a culture
in a series of articles he's
publishing called "The New ROI:
Return on Individuals."
"It's no secret that a happy work
force is a more engaged work
force, and a more engaged work
force is a more productive work
force," writes Bookbinder. "It's
important to recognize that the
people are responsible for
translating that productivity into
an increased value of the overall
business enterprise. Conversely, a
disengaged work force can
destroy a company's value."
How can you build this value into
your company's overall worth? "In
the valuation world, where people
are referred to as human capital
assets, it's the positive difference
makers, or high performers, who
are the greatest asset,"
Bookbinder says. Difference
makers are the ones who ask the

right questions, see the whole
picture, and go outside of their
networks to gather ideas from a
variety of perspectives. Difference
makers know that good enough is
never good enough. And since
they get great pleasure from a
sense of accomplishment, they
take ownership of every project
they touch.
According to Bookbinder,
retaining these difference makers
will help you, not only in the
short-term, but also in
successfully implementing your
long-term strategy. Building value
now will pay off in the future.
Here are some of the things that
are most important to difference
makers. Build a culture that allows
them the opportunity to make a
difference, and your top
performers will remain happy and
productive for years to come.
1. Understand their goals.
Take the time to discover their
personal goals and find a way to
tie them into the goals of the
organization. For example, if
someone has aspirations to start a
business, allow him or her to
pursue entrepreneurial
endeavours inside the company.
By aligning the individual's goals
with those of the company, you
will turn a mercenary (someone
who works for the top dollar)
into a missionary (someone who
believes in and is loyal to the
organisation).

2. Invest in them.
Professional development,
training, and coaching are
investments, not perks. If you
view people as expenses, they will
behave accordingly. Human capital
is an asset after all, even if it
doesn't show up on a financial
statement. An average CEO may
ask, "What if we invest in our
employees and they leave?" An
outstanding CEO will ask, "What if
we don't invest in our employees and
they stay?"
3. Create a connection.
Difference makers are looking to
make a deep connection with not
only their work, but also the
people they work with and work
for. If you are a managing a
difference maker, adopt a
leadership style that resonates
with him or her. Your actions
must be in alignment with your
words. Remember, these people
don't quit their jobs, they quit
their bosses.
4. Develop the stakes beyond
salary, benefits, and perks.
For difference makers, it's about
more than money it's about
meaningful work and being a part
of something bigger than the task
at hand. Yes, the compensation
package has to be appropriate, but
allow your difference makers to
ask their probing questions and
identify areas that need
improvement without being
judgmental.
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If you let them have a free hand at it,
there is a good chance that they will
improve upon it.
5. Surround them with highcalibre colleagues.
Just as no single great athlete can
make a team successful, difference
makers also need to be surrounded
by talented players. Allow your top
talent to collaborate and reap the
exponential benefits of that
collaboration.
All in all, your top performers are
inspired and motivated by internal
factors, not external ones. They're
not the people who are just working
in wait for the weekend to come. By
creating this type of culture, you
might just inspire a whole new
group of difference makers that you
didn't even know you had.
This article was originally published
in Inc.com: www.inc.com/marlatabaka/how-great-leaders-keep-topperformers-happy-andproductive.html

About the Author
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strategist, national radio show host
(www.bigpitchradio.com), and Inc.
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combines mindset management and
strategic planning, resulting in multimillion dollar businesses for many of
her small business clients.
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publications such as American
Express Open, Fox Business News,
TIME Business, The Huffington Post,
Entrepreneur.com, Social Media
Mags, and The Business Intelligence
Report. If you would like to take
the next steps toward a healthy life
and business, contact Marla for a
complimentary consultation.
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Twitter: twitter.com/MarlaTabaka

Want to reduce nuisance calls
to your mobile?
Did you know that it is illegal for organisations to make unsolicited sales and marketing calls to
numbers registered with the TPS, unless they have a person’s consent to do so?
From 1 June 2016, UK mobile phone users can send a text message to opt out of unsolicited
sales and marketing calls. The 'text-to-register' service, launched by the Telephone Preference
Service (TPS) and Ofcom, enables mobile phone users to add their number to the UK's official
‘do not call’ database.

How ‘text-to-register’ works:
To register, mobile customers simply text ‘TPS’, followed by their email address to the
shortcode 78070. They will receive a text reply from the TPS confirming their number has
been successfully added to its database. Registrants should notice a gradual reduction in
unsolicited sales and marketing voice calls after a few days, although it can take up to 28 days
for the service to become fully effective.
Note: A study commissioned by Ofcom and the Information Commissioner’s Office found people
registered with the TPS saw a reduction in the monthly volume of live sales or marketing calls received of
around a third (31%). Registering with the TPS, however, does not prevent spam text messages.

Other ways to protect against nuisance calls:
As well as registering with the TPS, you can tackle nuisance calls and messages by taking note
of the following five tips:
Be careful who you give your contact details to, whether it's online, on the phone, or in
person.
1. Look carefully at any marketing ‘opt-in' and ‘opt-out' boxes. These boxes are often buried
in the small print. If you don't pay attention to them, you could find yourself inadvertently
agreeing to be contacted by companies you don't recognise.
2. If someone rings and asks for financial information over the phone, such as your account
details or PIN number, don't provide it.
3. Talk to your phone provider to see what privacy services are available, and consider a callblocker - though be aware, you may need to pay for these services.
4. If you receive a nuisance call or message, make a complaint. Complaint information helps
regulators take action against companies acting unlawfully. If the call is a live telesales call,
an automated marketing message, or a spam text message, complain to the Information
Commissioner's Office. You can report spam texts to your mobile network operator by
simply forwarding the text to 7726. If you receive a silent or abandoned call, complain to
Ofcom.
We hope this information was useful...
Provided by: IntraLAN Group Ltd
Tel: 0844 770 7000
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Robert F Brands

Fighting Back! The culture of fear and
innovation assassination

Roadblocks to Innovation
Implementation: How to fight back:
Robert’s Rules of Innovation: A 10Step Program for Corporate Survival
set forth a fundamental framework of
10 Key Imperatives. These
Imperatives were intended to help
everyone from novices to experts
use a structured, repeatable
innovation process to Create and
Sustain Innovation in order to
Innovate and Thrive in this hypercompetitive marketplace. As
described in the recently published
Robert’s Rules of Innovation II: The
Art of Implementation, the
predominant reason that even the
best and brightest innovative ideas
dim and ultimately go dark is the
inability of the organization to
implement the innovation plans. After
all, innovation without implementation
is mere ideation.
As discussed in detail in Chapter 2
of Robert’s Rules of Innovation II,
organizations often cower from
innovation implementation due to
a deep-seeded culture of fear and
the resultant innovation
assassination.

Why Does This Happen?
“That’s not in our budget!”; “Our
clients/shareholders/board of
directors will never go for it!”;
“But we already tried that
once…and failed!”
Do the above workplace sound
bites sound familiar to you? If so,
you are not alone—such chronic
naysayers and the power of the
status quo (rather than
progressing forward with
innovation implementation) are
deeply entrenched and inveterate
parts of many organizations’
organized work culture.
There are innovation-obliterating
assassins lurking in all parts of your
organization. Frighteningly, the
biggest innovation assassins are often
wearing a disguise.

So many high level executives will
earnestly (and with a straight face)
wax poetically about how
important it is to change the
organizational culture, catalyze
innovative thinking throughout all
ranks of the company, and
dismantle the power and comfort
of the status quo. Yet when you
delve deeper into conversation
with such executives about taking
action and implementing
innovation, they cling to their
security blanket—their status
quo—as if it they were clinging on
to the Titanic’s last life raft in the
icy waters of the Northern
Atlantic.
So why the discrepancy between
what such executives say and
what they actually do? They
typically aren’t “lying” for the sake
of deceit or other callous
intentions; but instead, their selfcontradictory statements and
behaviours are usually due to fear.
As stated in Robert’s Rules of
Innovation II, “Sometimes, it is
pure fear. Fear of failure. Fear of
the unknown. Fear of criticism.
Fear of change. Fear of being
terminated.” So many people in a
wide range of industries “… feel
as if they are on the bubble. That
is, one false move and—poof!—
they’re on the street.”
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Sometimes, an organization’s
culture of fear can be due to the
residual effects of the Great
Recession of the late 2000s.
When a business team is insecure
and in self-preservation mode
where they are playing defense
instead of offense (or, even
worse, playing “not to lose”
rather than “win the game”), it is
easy for innovation assassination to
permeate the fear-based cracks in
the organization, effectively
gagging all new ideas, impetuses
for change, and innovation
implementation.
Other times, an organization’s
root cause of innovation
assassination is not due to a
culture of fear but rather purely
political reasons. Exciting new
thinking can meet an untimely
death when it is squashed by
people who aren’t team players
and suffer from the “not invented
here” syndrome, which is the
closed-minded belief that, “no one
[should] get credit for cool stuff
around me unless it is me and my
group.”
Another reason organizations are
riddled with innovation
assassination is due to the direct
results of the organization’s
decades of DNA. In such cases,
ingrained cultural cues (you could
even go so far as to call it
“dogma”), lead to resistance to
“the other” and new ideas and
innovation in business. “Resistance
to ‘the other’ will be fierce and
often have very little to do with
the actual worth of validity of the
innovation being proposed.”
Innovators Must be Warriors
Given the above-discussed
information, the chances of
successful innovation
implementation must appear
pretty bleak.
Even the terms themselves—
“innovation assassination” and
“culture of fear”—are incredibly
ominous-sounding.
But fear not, there are ways to
fight back against the culture of
fear and innovation assassination
and come out on top. One
practical step an organization can
take to promote risk-taking
among their employees is to
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encourage “creative error.” The
different types of workplace
errors fall along a spectrum. At
one end of the spectrum, you
have errors arising due to
sabotage or intentional
concealment of errors made or
noticed by employees; with such
errors, leadership reaction must
be on of strong disapproval and
zero tolerance. At the middle of
the error spectrum, are errors
due to inadequate capabilities,
unwillingness to learn,
carelessness, and other such
reasons. With these types of
errors, you will see some
organizations build up a healthy
tolerance to them, despite not
actively sanctioning them. Finally,
at the other end of the error
spectrum, is a type of error
known as “creative errors.”
Creative errors happen due to
changing market circumstances,
calculated risks and rewards, and
bad timing. Attention innovators:
these are the type of errors you
want to spot and encourage in
your organization! There is a right
and wrong type of failure; these
creative errors fall into the “right
type of failure” category. Spotting
and encouraging the right errors
can catalyze the elusive spirit of
risk-taking that organizations
should strive for. Encouraging
creative errors can be an effective
shield against a culture of fear and
innovation assassination.
A perfect example of an
organization that encourages
creative errors is the Tata Group
Innovation Forum, a company
whose brand portfolio most
notably includes Land Rover and
Jaguar. The Tata Group gives out
an award called “Dare to Try.”
For this award, employees are
encouraged to send in entries for
innovations that were attempted,
but didn’t get implemented into
the marketplace for whatever
reason.
There are way too many instances
where the rewards and awards go
to those employees who adopt
the typical, safe, and trusted
methods to deliver fault-free
work. By turning this paradigm on
its back and instead rewarding
creative errors, the Tata Group is
encouraging a culture of

innovation and risk-taking
throughout its company.
Encouraging creative errors is just
one of many weapons an
organization can use to fight
innovation assassination and a
culture of fear. For a discussion of
other effective weapons in the
arsenal, make sure to check back
soon on this blog for a follow-up
blog post, entitled “On Guard! To
Successfully Implement Innovation
in Business, You Must Fight the
Culture of Fear and Innovation
Assassination.”
*This article originally appeared at
www.innovationexcellence.com/bl
og/2016/05/18/fighting-back-theculture-of-fear-and-innovationassassination/
© Copyright, Robert F. Brands
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Sonia Blizzard

The Importance of Data
Hygiene

Companies are increasing their
awareness of cyber security with 91% of
those surveyed by the Institute of
Directors in December 2015 saying that
cyber security was important to their
organisation.
Conversations are now being held at
board level although the cyber
security budget is likely still to remain
with the company’s IT team. Those IT
teams are sensibly protecting the
business by spending money on
firewalls, anti-virus software and other
preventative tools. Yet there is
another element to keeping a
company’s information safe, which in
some cases is being overlooked, and
that is the people within that
company.
If it is true, as suggested by experts in
this field, that 84% of data breaches
are related to malicious activity or
down to an error made by an
employee, then effort must also go
into educating staff on the importance
of cyber security and the penalties of
breaching it. In most organisations this
does not sit comfortably with the IT
team but with the Human Resources
department and their training budget.
In the same way as the company’s
anti-virus software is regularly
updated (according to the
configuration set by the IT team upon
receiving new versions from the
company’s chosen provider), this
training needs to happen regularly and
as new threats materialise.
The risk remains though that the
company is attacked with a new
criminal technique to steal or interfere

with data before the update, whether
through software or training, is
implemented. Whilst software is
limited by code, human beings are not.
Such attempts can be blocked by
some careful thinking, which is
increasingly being referred to as digital
hygiene. Digital hygiene is a matter of
thinking about data security with no
distinction whether it is in one’s
personal or business life, in the same
way that most of us shower daily
whether we are going into work or
not.
It means that individuals need to think
about digital security in the same way
as they do about their physical
security. Car keys would not be left
lying around for all and sundry to use,
and passwords should remain private
too.
In the same way that people seek to
secure belongings at home by using an
intruder alarm, they should keep any
PC equipment and mobile devices
regularly updated to prevent digital
theft.
Most of us may think carefully about
leaving valuables on display to prevent
our car being broken into, but too few
use the same kind of thought pattern
to stop personal information being
displayed on line, valuable when it
comes to identity fraud or social
engineering. It is about accepting that
the company or the bank is not to
blame if one does something foolish,
and although there is sympathy for
those who are digitally mugged,
patience is running thin for individuals
and companies who do not take the
most basic measures to protect
themselves. The recent comments by

Bernard Hogan Howe, the
Metropolitan police commissioner
concerning online fraud victims,
though ill-judged, have come from this
frustration.
Customers will not use organisations
who they feel are careless with their
data. So it is in the best interest of
companies to not only protect
themselves with software but to also
encourage a mindset of digital hygiene
within their staff. There are benefits
from this approach for the staff
members themselves, who will also be
consumers outside of work, and being
able to transact business online safely
helps the economy and wider society.
So we all need to think before we
click.
© Copyright, Sonia Blizzard
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John Niland

5 Classic mistakes in negotiation

To reserve a place for John's masterclass "Getting
Paid What You are Worth", in London on Sept 23rd,
please click here. Limited to 20 participants.

Everyone negotiates. Negotiation is not
just a skill for diplomats; it's for
everyday life, both at work and in
relationships. So what happens when
negotiation skill is absent? Here are
some of the classic mistakes:
#1. Saying Yes too quickly.
Being too eager is a classic pitfall.
Whether this eagerness is born of
enthusiasm, anxiety or need,
eagerness does not enhance your
credibility. On the contrary, it
weakens your position. While it's
good to be friendly, it's counterproductive to be too eager.
#2. Offering to do everything.
In order to impress, many people
strive to exceed expectations. To
maintain credibility, however, it's
best to balance this by equal
emphasis on what the other
person needs to contribute for
the project to be successful.
Paradoxically, this enhances the
value that you bring.

gained thousands by learning how
to stick to this maxim.)
#4. Going straight into
"solution mode" without
exploring the problem fully. Like
no. 2 above, this often stems from
a desire to impress. But it
bypasses two key steps in the
negotiation process, depriving the
provider of vital "ammunition" to
establish value. (See "A structured
approach to negotiation" below.)
#5. Not understanding the
Why: i.e. the key drivers and the
agenda of the other person. Even
experienced negotiators fall into
the trap of discussing the What:
e.g. what needs to be done, what
you want from me, what is the
desired result etc.

But it's even more important to
understand the Why, because this
where their threats and
opportunities lie. This is the vital
context that drives the value of
what you are doing.

A structured approach to
negotiation
It's increasingly likely that those
who are buying your services have
received training in negotiation
skills. Have you? Are you ready to
deal with them?
Many purchasers are trained in a
technique called BATNA: ("Best
alternative to a negotiated
agreement"). Briefly, this means
they will be letting you know they
have alternatives - whether they
have or not - in order to
strengthen their position and
weaken yours. Do you know how
to counter that tactic?

#3. Quoting numbers too
soon, for example, your salary
expectations. Why should you be
obliged to name your
expectations first? They know the
value of the role; they know what
they pay to others. There's a
golden rule in negotiation: He
who names a figure first loses.
(Many of my coaching clients have
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Quotations about
negotiation




















Sometimes one pays most for
the things one gets for
nothing. ~ Albert Einstein
The one sure way to
conciliate a tiger is to allow
oneself to be devoured. ~
Konrad Adenauer
If you can't go around it, over
it, or through it, you had
better negotiate with it. ~
Ashleigh Brilliant
It's just as unpleasant to get
more than you bargain for as
to get less. ~ George Bernard
Shaw
My father said: ''You must
never try to make all the
money that's in a deal. Let the
other fellow make some
money too, because if you
have a reputation for always
making all the money, you
won't have many deals.'' ~ J.
Paul Getty
Let us never negotiate out of
fear. But let us never fear to
negotiate. ~ John Fitzgerald
Kennedy
Never cut what you can untie.
~ Joseph Joubert
Never forget the power of
silence, that massively
disconcerting pause which
goes on and on and may at
last induce an opponent to
babble and backtrack
nervously. ~ Lance Morrow
If you are planning on doing
business with someone again,
don't be too tough in the
negotiations. If you're going to
skin a cat, don't keep it as a
house cat. ~ Marvin S. Levin
The fellow who says he'll
meet you halfway usually
thinks he's standing on the
dividing line. ~ Orlando A.
Battista
When a man says that he
approves something in
principal, it means he hasn't
the slightest intention of
putting it in practice. ~ Otto
Von Bismarck
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If you don't get what you
want, it's a sign either that you
did not seriously want it, or
that you tried to bargain over
the price. ~ Rudyard Kipling
My heart is a bargain today.
Will you take it? ~ W. C.
Fields

© Copyright, John Niland
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18 actionable ways
to get more done,
the smart way
Would you like to know how to get more done
when you work remotely, work in a cubicle, or
work at home for your own business? Are you
letting distractions rule your day? Are you finding
it impossible to focus on important projects?
Work Smarter Not Harder is your personal guide
for helping you on your journey to increased
productivity and better work habits.
This book helps you achieve more at work, with
tips like:
 The basic blocks of productivity and why they
should be prioritized first, before making any
changes to your work day
 Questions to ask before your next meeting
(tip #7)
 A strategy to help keep your inbox clean (tip
#9)
 Why breaks are not necessarily a waste of
time (tip #11)
 Two types of checklists and when to use
which (tip #13)
Offered Free by: Smart Productive Work
See All Resources from: Smart Productive
Work
Free Download: http://ow.ly/szz7300F2OF
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Gavin Ingham

Repetition is the route to sales and life success

“The more you do of something, the
better you get at it. Period. As a sales
superstar in training you want to sweat
the basic stuff.”
Recently, I went out with a few
people for a meal. It turned out that
one of them was in sales. He had no
idea that I am a motivational speaker
and during the meal we talked about
various things but towards the end of
the meal this chap (let’s call him Pete)
mentioned that he was a bit bored of
his job because he has to do the same
things over and over.
Every day he goes in to work and
leaves at about the same time!
Every day he makes the same kind
of sales calls to new and existing
prospects and clients. Every day
he structures his calls the same
way and handles challenges with
the same lines. Every day he sends
out similar marketing and sales
emails and information. Every day
he updates his prospect database.
Every day he researches the
internet. Every day he has the
same sales conversations about
the same products, the same
services and the same solutions.
Every week he attends sales
meetings which apparently are
always run by his sales manager
and are all nearly the same. Every
week he sets the same kinds of
sales targets with the same kinds
of clients. Every week his manager
runs similar mini sales training
sessions. Every week he goes to
see similar customers, with similar

challenges, similar needs and
wants and similar objections.

gradually lose their edge and
become less effective.

He is getting bored.

Let’s look at why solving this
inability to deal with repetition is
essential not only for your sales
performance and sales results but
also for your long-term personal
and financial success…

Pete has a job – field sales. He
has a car – a small BMW. He’s
getting a salary and commission –
I’d guess £40k + £20k + car
(tops). His sales performance and
results are OK. He is not getting
sacked or made redundant any
time soon – not that I know of
anyway!
But there’s something not right
here. Pete’s sales performance and
results should be sky rocketing.
He should be on his way to
£100k+ and promotion but he’s
not…
The problem is that Pete has Sales
Repetitis! Peter gets bored by any
task that he has to do over and
over.
In my experience many
salespeople have Repetitis.
Salespeople with Repetitis get
bored and moans about having to
repeat the same tasks over and
over. This in turn leads to lack of
motivation and causes them to
lose focus and to start to go
through the motions. This impacts
their sales performance and
results. Salespeople going through
the motions do not make
successful salespeople - they will

Firstly, as Anthony Robbins says,
“Repetition is the mother of skill”.
The more you do of something,
the better you get at it. Period. As
a sales superstar in training you
want to sweat the basic stuff.
How well you plan and prepare
matters. How you conduct
yourself matters. How you
formulate your conversations
matters. How you present your
solutions matters.
In today’s YouTube generation
many people want to be titillated
and amused on a minute-tominute basis and do not have the
'stickability', the perseverance or
the focus to really get good at
anything, particularly not the basic
stuff.
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If you want to make real money
out of sales you need to learn to
focus so that you can repeat things
over and over, constantly
improving and sharpening your
winner’s edge. Your own minisales training programme if you
like. Only by doing this will you
become a truly world class
salesperson. Only by doing this
will you increase your sales
performance and your sales
results.
World-class salespeople outsell
and outmanoeuvre also-rans.
World-class negotiators squash
also-rans. World-class presenters
destroy also-rans.
What’s more, whatever your job,
repetition is unavoidable. Doctors
see person after person after
person with minor ailment after
minor ailment after minor ailment.
Police officers deal with drunks,
drivers and burglaries time after
time after time. Firemen and
women fight routine small fire
after routine small fire after
routine small fire.
By doing this they become expert
at what they do. But what if,
instead of this, they all started
going through the motions? What
could they miss? What disasters
could befall them and others?
How culpable would they be?
What would you have to say if the
fire crew attending your house
didn’t get to your house as fast as
you would have liked because they
thought it was going to be another
simple call?
I rest my case. Repetition is
essential in any role. Repetition is
essential for skills development
and improvement. Repetition is
essential to keep you sharp and on
the edge. Repetition is essential to
increase your sales performance
and your sales results.
As a salesperson, like in any other
role, if you want to be world-class
you need repetition. You need to
sweat the basic stuff. If you have a
case of Repetitis, mild or severe,
then the only cure is to deal with
it now…
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Next time you find yourself
repeating daily tasks keep your
focus on how you can improve.
Ask yourself some good old sales
training questions like, “How
could I be more effective?”, “How
can I improve my sales
performance?”, “How can I
increase my sales results?” and
“What can I learn here?”
Once you get over Repetitis you
will be amazed by how much you
can increase your sales
performance and sales results with
simple stuff that you might until
now have thought of as 'boring'.

BOOK GAVIN AS A
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Looking for an exciting and
engaging motivational speaker
who will inspire your people
to Be More, Do More & Have
More for your business or
organisation? Forget vanilla,
the keynote talk at your next
event needs to rock!
His talks have inspired tens of
thousands of professionals to
understand how they can use
‘mental toughness’ to be
more successful in today’s
competitive markets, starting
NOW.

After a successful project growing
a business from zero to £5m
within 3 years Gavin moved to his
most recent role as a Sales and
Marketing Director for a FTSE
250. Here Gavin combined high
level hands-on selling skills with
strategic, staff development and
full budgetary responsibilities.
Gavin is an NLP Master
Practitioner and a trained coach
and his depth of sales experience
allows him to share true life
anecdotes and examples which
resonate with sales staff.
During his career Gavin has won
business with a multitude of bluechip clients including IBM, Lloyds
TSB, AT&T, Siemens, Vodafone
and Citibank and has trained and
coached successful telesales teams,
sales professionals and sales
managers.

Co-ordinates
Gavin Ingham
Head of Sales Training and
coaching
GavinIngham.com
You can contact Gavin by calling
his sales team on UK +44 0845
838 5958 / 0203 507 0117 or by
using the contact form at:
http://www.gaviningham.com/cont
act/
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About the Author
With a unique background
combining sales experience with
personal development and
communications technologies
Gavin brings an inspirational yet
real approach to sales training and
coaching. Unlike most trainers
Gavin excelled as a sales
professional winning a European
sales award for a FTSE company in
his first year of selling and
progressing rapidly through to a
hands-on managerial role.
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Paul Sloane

What is a Minimum Viable Product and what is
its purpose?

“The point of the MVP is to learn
something important quickly.
Sometimes the MVP is so minimal that
it is hardly a product at all.”

There is much talk in the innovation
community about the need to produce
a minimum viable product (MVP) and
bring it quickly to market. But what
exactly constitutes a MVP and what is
its purpose?
In his seminal book, The Lean
Startup, Eric Ries defines the MVP
as a version of the entrepreneur’s
product which enables a full turn
of the Build-Measure-Learn cycle
with minimum effort and the least
amount of development time. The
purpose of the MVP is to test one
hypothesis.

Every startup business is
predicated on a number of
assumptions. For example, typical
assumptions might be:
 Customers need our product.
 Customers will value this
particular feature.
 Customers will find our
product more convenient than
X.
 Customers will pay Y for the
value we provide.
 Customers will be able to
install and use the product
without help.
Each of these is a separate and
testable hypothesis. Ideally, we
would produce a separate MVP
for each hypothesis and test it
with a different small group of
customers. You would start with
the biggest and most fundamental
assumption and ship a product
which tests that assumption. The
product will lack many fine
features that you intend to include
in the final product but that does
not matter. What matters is that
it enables you to get an answer to
the key question – is this
assumption valid? If the answer is
negative then you have gained an
invaluable piece of learning. There
is no point in carrying on to build
the full function product. You
must rethink your whole plan.
The point of the MVP is to learn
something important quickly.

Sometimes the MVP is so minimal
that it is hardly a product at all.
When Drew Houston founded
Dropbox he wanted to test the
hypotheses that people had a real
problem with file synchronization
and would use a cloud based
solution. Building a working
prototype was very difficult so he
did something much simpler. He
made a video. The video showed
how the product would work.
Drew narrated the story of how a
user could store and retrieve his
files. The video worked and
drove a tremendous number of
enquiries. It was the MVP which
validated the assumptions.
Another minimal approach is what
Ries calls a smoke test.
Customers are given the
opportunity to pre-order a
product which does not yet exist.
The smoke test measures just one
thing – whether customers are
interested in trying the product.
Nonetheless this is a highly useful
piece of input.
A more ingenious approach is the
so-called Wizard of Oz test. Here
customers think they are
interacting with the full automated
product but in fact a small team of
people behind the scenes carry
out all the functions of the
product or service. This was the
method used by Max Ventilla and
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Damon Horowitz when they were
developing Aardvark, a highly
sophisticated web service which
could produce answers to
complex subjective questions.
Using humans to replicate the
service was costly but allowed the
key assumptions to be tested with
a small number of customers.
Eventually Aardvark was sold to
Google for a reported $50m.
In 2004, Mark Zuckerberg, Dustin
Moskowitz and Chris Hughes
raised $500,000 in venture capital
for their fledgling company
Facebook. At the time they had
150,000 users but virtually no
revenue. A year later they raised a
further $12.7m. How could they
raise so much money so early?
Crucially they could demonstrate
to investors that they had
validated two key assumptions
about their business model. More
than half the users came back to
the site every day. This proved
that customers found the product
valuable (what Ries calls the value
hypothesis). Secondly, their rate
of growth was staggering – within
a month of launch at Harvard
almost three-quarters of
undergraduates were using it. This
validated the growth hypothesis.
The MVP is often a low-cost, low
quality product but the
accelerated learning it delivers can
mean the difference between life
and death for the startup.
Craigslist and Groupon both
started with small low-quality
product offerings. Stop believing
your own publicity. Instead, test
your biggest and riskiest
assumptions quickly with a
Minimum Viable Product.
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which helps organisations improve
innovation. He writes and speaks
on lateral thinking and innovation.
His latest book is The Leader’s
Guide to Lateral Thinking Skills
published by Kogan-Page.

Co-ordinates:
Web: www.destinationinnovation.com
E-mail: psloane@destinationinnovation.com
Tel: +44 (0)7831 112321

If you leave the
smallest corner of your
head vacant for a
moment, other peoples'
opinions will rush in from
all quarters.

George Bernard
Shaw

The trouble with
most of us is that we
would rather be ruined by
praise than saved by
criticism.

Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale
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We are different to other
accountants

Tel: 01752 752210

Address:
Unit 7
Brooklands
Budshead Road
Crownhill
Plymouth
Devon
PL6 5XR

We work much more closely with our clients than
traditional accountants. We also have a much
smaller number of clients than normal and are
selective in the clients that we act for. We want to
get to know our clients businesses inside out,
enabling us to easily identify problems and spot
opportunities. We want to help improve profits
and encourage growth.

Fax: 01752 752211

Our mission is to always add value

Our philosophy is to provide a high
value service by:

Whatever we do for you, we will always carry out
our work with the aim of adding value to your
business. We run a very cost effective business by
making the most of modern technology and
homeworking, but we will never be the cheapest
solution. John Ruskin defined value as follows:
"It's unwise to pay too much, but it's also unwise
to pay too little. When you pay too much you lose
a little money, that is all. When you pay too little,
you sometimes lose everything, because the thing
you bought was incapable of doing the thing you
bought it to do.
The common law of business balance prohibits
paying a little and getting a lot. It can't be done. If
you deal with the lowest bidder, it's well to add
something for the risk you run. And if you do that,
you will have enough money to pay for something
better."

A unique feature of our service is
fixed price agreements
Once we have established your needs we will give
you a guaranteed fully inclusive price from the
start. This will give you peace of mind and no
surprise bills.

Background

Email: marc@marclawson.co.uk
Web: www.marclawson.co.uk

•

Providing the best possible service

•

Aiming to continually exceed our clients'
expectations

•

Making the time to really listen to the needs of
our clients

•

Suggesting ideas to improve profits and help
the business grow

•

Providing professional expertise in order to
proactively identify opportunities and provide
solutions

•

Being an indispensable part of your business

This is achieved by:
•

Maintaining a small portfolio of high quality
clients

•

Employing qualified individuals with a zest for
business

•

Investing in training and I.T.

Marc Lawson and Co are a small friendly firm of
Chartered Accountants specialising in small and
medium sized businesses. The practice was
formed by Marc Lawson in 1985.
Our aim is to provide small and medium sized
businesses with information and advice that
goes beyond the traditional accountancy
services of preparing accounts and tax returns.
Marc Lawson and Co benefit from having a
stable number of long serving team members
and a reputation in the South West as being a
practice that is different from the typical
accountancy practice, is small and friendly, but
able to offer the type of services more
commonly associated with large accountancy
firms.

We are members of the following
professional bodies:

